Integrated Health Sciences Core
Repository Support Requests

The Integrated Health Sciences Core will accept support requests of $2,000-$4,000 for activities needed for specimen and data repository development and utilization related to projects made available to the UM NIEHS-P30 community.

Eligibility: Projects/databases/repositories that are represented on the P30 Kiosk

Requests are limited to one request per project per year.

Assistance can be requested for:
● Generation of datasets and for sample pulls for P30 members (human studies)
● Assistance in organ procurement and dataset generation (animal studies)
● Costs related to setting up repository and related systems including inventorying and consolidation of freezers, barcoding and transferring of data into a UM Institutional Repository and inventory system, and for related items such as freezer racks and related supplies

To request support
Please provide:
● 1-page description of the project, type of, and justification for, support needed and a 2-3 sentence description of how this support will advance the objectives of the UM NIEHS-P30.
● Include a 1-page budget with justification
● Biosketch of the applicant(s)

Requests should be directed to Meredith McGehee (mcgehee@umich.edu) and will be accepted on a rolling basis.

Requests will be reviewed by the IHS Core and decisions/awards provided within 3 weeks of submission.

Questions can be directed to IHSC Director, Marie O’Neill (marieo@umich.edu)